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_______________________________________________________________________________________
Abstract The paper focuses on stereoscopic PIV-3C measurements performed to investigate the vortical
flow generated in the wake of helmets dedicated to Time Trial (TT) stages. The objective is to characterize
the wake flow of TT helmet shapes and to provide the characteristics of the wake generated by different
streamlined helmet geometries. The study specifically aims to provide detailed flow databases on helmet
wakes in order to improve our understanding to identify efficient factors that may provide an efficient drag
force reduction. Experiments are carried out in the ISM wind tunnel at a freestream velocity close to 14 ms-1.
The use of a laser light technique does not allow testing on human and PIV measurements are thus
performed on a rigid articulated mannequin (full scale 1/1) installed on the bicycle. The ensemble
mannequin-bicycle is mounted on a force measurement platform in the wind tunnel. The posture of the
articulated mannequin is specified by different geometrical parameters (hands, elbows and arms positions;
head, trunk and back inclinations, …) which are deduced from previous tests conducted on real cyclists
operating in identical flow conditions within the test section. Such mannequin-bicycle flow configurations
are thus representative of real ones and take into account the aerodynamic interactions occuring between all
parts of the cyclist’s body, the bicycle and the flow environment. For a given helmet geometry installed on
the mannequin-bicycle flow configuration, the helmet wake is surveyed. Velocity fields are determined in Zplanes normal to the uniform free-stream and at different distance Z from the helmet trailing edge, ranging
from Z=70mm to Z=370mm in the downstream wake. The wake characteristics (height hs, width ls, surface
S) as well as the axial velocity deficit (DW), are then used to quantify the momentum (Qs=S.DW2) contained
in the wake and thus to determine the drag force contribution (Fs=k.Qs) produced by the helmet geometry.
Such wake data allow to discriminate the streamlined geometries and to define helmet characteristics suited
for future TT helmets design. Main conclusions deduced from present results indicate that : (1) external
helmet dimensions must be minimized, (2) the trailing edge must not be smoothed, and (3) contour
discontinuities on the rear part must be banned.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

1. Introduction
During current TT stages the high speed levels performed by professional cyclists are shown to be
dependent on various factors which non exhaustively consist of mechanics, material, aerodynamics,
sport skills, sport coaching … Over the last 25 years, many studies have been dedicated to
investigate the specific role played by the aerodynamic drag force resistance on the cyclist’s
performance. A few examples are including Gross et al. 1983, Kyle and Burke 1984, Dal Monte
1987, McLean et al. 1994, Burns and Sullivan 1995, Grappe et al. 1997, Belluye and Cid 2001,
Lukes et al. 2005, Chabroux et al. 2006, Barelle et al. 2007, Alam et al. 2007, 2008, Blair and
Sidelko 2008, Garcia-Lopez 2008.
Results from such several studies have shown that the areodynamic force contribution represents at
least 90% of the global force resistance and power developed by the cyclist (Grappe et al. Grappe et
al. 1997, Belluye and Cid 2001). The cyclist’s body and his posture on the bicycle are clearly
shown to contribute to the largest part (nearly 70%) of the aerodynamic drag force (Kyle and Burke
1984, Chabroux et al. 2009, Chabroux 2010, Defraeye et al. 2010). A few recent studies (Alam et
al. 2007, 2008, Blair and Sidelko 2008, Chabroux 2010, Chabroux et al. 2010) have also shown that
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the contribution to drag force due to the helmet represents from 2% to 8%, according to the helmet
geometry. The use of a powerful helmet shape thus appears suited to efficiently reduce the
aerodynamic drag force and to improve the cyclist’s performance.
However, Reducing the global and local aerodynamic drag forces experienced by cyclists during
TT stages still remains a challenging task and requires an adequate optimization of different
parameters, including the cyclist posture and his equipment, as well as the bicycle itself and its
accessories. The global aerodynamic drag force (Fd=Fv+Ff) acting on the ensemble cyclist-bicycle
mainly originates from two components : (a) the viscous drag component (Fv) due to the velocity
slow down in the boundary-layers of the cyclist’s body surface and the associated skin friction ; (b)
the form drag component (Ff=Fg+Fs) which is linked to both the geometrical shape of the ensemble
cyclist-bicycle (Fg) and to the vortical wake contribution (Fs). The Ff form drag is usually the most
important force component and can be reduced using mainly two ways : (1) minimizing the frontal
aera of the cyclist-bicycle ensemble (Chabroux et al. 2010, Barelle et al. 2010) in order to minimize
the Fg component ; (2) streamlining the cyclist equipment and specially the bicycle and the helmet
in order to reduce the Fs component due to the wake influence.
This study is part of a more general program underraken at ISM to investigated the improvement of
the cyclist’s performance during TT stage using both aerodynamics and biomechanics approaches
(Chabroux et al. 2009, Chabroux 2010, Barelle et al. 2010, Chabroux et al. 2010). As part of this
program a comprehensive database has been established from balance measurements performed on
all or parts of the ensemble cyclist-bicycle-equipement. Such database thus includes global and
local drag components as a function of the cyclist posture and anthropometry, bicycle
characteristics and equipment factors which are including different helmet shapes.
The aim of the present study is to survey the vortical flow generated in the wake of different
steamlined helmets to improve our understanding in identifying efficient factors that may provide
the Fs drag force reduction due to the helmet wake. A stereoscopic PIV 3C system has thus been
implemented to provide detailed 3D flow velocity measurements in the wake shed by different TT
helmet shapes. This PIV-3C methodology has been already used to survey the wake flow generated
by oscillating airfoils and tilt-rotor blades (Raffel et al. 2006, Barla et al. 2006, Lefebvre et al. 2007,
Nsi Mba et al. 2008). For a given helmet geometry the 3D velocity fields are determined in Zplanes normal to the uniform freestream and at different distance Z from the helmet trailing edge.
The mean fields of velocity vectors are then obtained from an averaging procedure on more than
100 successive samples of the same flow pattern. These averaged vectors velocity fields thus
provide the wake characteristics allowing to discriminate the different helmet geometries. The
experimental set up, helmet shapes and the measurement methods are described in Section 2 and the
results obtained on the velocity fields and wake data are presented and discussed in Section 3.

2. Methodology and measurement methods
2.1 Experimental set up in the wind tunnel
Experiments are performed in the ISM wind tunnel at a freestream velocity close to 14 ms-1. The
S1L test section of this wind tunnel is providing the following facilities : closed-circuit (25mx60m),
octagonal test section (inside circle 3m), 6m in length, uniform flow velocity up to 100 ms-1, natural
turbulence intensity It<0,4%, flow temperature kept constant in the test section (DT<1°C). Owing
to large test section dimensions neither blockage effects nor wall interferences are generated
(Chabroux et al. 2009, 2010) around the ensemble cyclist-bicycle mounted on a platform in the test
section. This wind tunnel test section has been already used to simulate various sport flow
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configurations including bobsleighs and high-speed ski runners (Favier et al. 2000, Berton et al.
2002).
To simulate as accurately as possible the actual aerodynamic interactions that are being established
between the helmet and the cyclist's body (hands, arms, shoulders and back), the velocity
measurements in the helmet wake have not been considered on an isolated helmet configuration, but
on the whole ensemble cyclist-helmet-bike, which is generating flow conditions closer to the real
ones (Barelle et al. 2007, Chabroux et al. 2009). However, The use of a laser PIV technique does
not allow testing on human and PIV measurements are thus performed on a rigid articulated
mannequin (full scale 1/1) installed on the bicycle. A view of the ensemble mannequin-bicycle
mounted in the wind-tunnel measurement platform is shown in Fig. 1. Also shown in this view is
the trace of the laser sheet just downstream the helmet trailing edge.

Fig. 1 Mannequin and bicycle installed on the wind-tunnel measurement platform
The mannequin is made of foam and rigid frames with connecting joints. He is 1.75m and is
representative of an average value of the whole morphological and anthropometric data relative to
the tested population of cyclists. He is dressed with the same equipment (helmet, suit, shoes, …) as
in the real TT stage. The posture of the articulated mannequin is specified by different geometrical
parameters (hands, elbows and arms positions; head, trunk and back inclinations, …) which are
deduced from previous tests conducted on real cyclists operating in identical flow conditions within
the test section. Such mannequin-bicycle flow configurations are thus representative of real ones
and allow to take into account aerodynamic interactions occuring between all parts of the cyclist
body, the bicycle and the flow environment (Chabroux et al. 2009, Chabroux et al. 2010). For all
wake measurements presented in this paper the inclination angle of the mannequin back on the
horizontal is fixed at 10°, and the helmet inclination is fixed at 36°. So that the distance between the
helmet trailing edge and the mannequin back is of 140mm. Such inclination values are selected to
be in agreement with the natural orientation of the head of the real cyclists during the wind tunnel
tests. For a given helmet geometry installed on the mannequin-bicycle configuration, the helmet
wake is surveyed and the velocity fields are determined in Z-planes normal to the uniform
freestream and located at different distance Z from the helmet trailing edge (70mm<Z<370mm).
2.2 Helmet geometries
Three different helmet geometries have been investigated and are shown in Fig. 2. The external
dimensions of length, width and height of the helmet geometries are given in the table in Fig. 3.
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Although frequently used in TT stages, the details of the helmet external contours and dimensions
appear to be quite different as shown in Fig. 3. For instance, the side view indicates a more
important length for the helmet 3 and a greater height for the helmet 2.

Helmet 1

Helmet 2

Helmet 3

Fig. 2 Geometries of streamlined TT stage helmets

Helmet 1
Helmet 2
Helmet 3

Side view
Helmet Nb
Length (mm)
Height (mm)
Width (mm)

Top view
1
380
150
180

2
370
190
190

3
410
170
210

Fig. 3 External contours definition of helmet shapes
Such plots of the helmet contours provided an accurate comparison of the geometries in the vicinity
of the trailing edge of helmets. This trailing edge has indeed a significant influence on the
development of the downstream wake. In the same way, the helmet 1 shows two recesses on its
rear, while the helmet 3 has a single kink and the shape of helmet 2 is closer to a drop of water. The
helmet contour influence on the wake development and therefore on the drag force component Fs
generated by the helmet is thus investigated below from PIV-3C measurements.
2.3 Stereoscopique PIV-3C measurements
The stereoscopic PIV-3C system has been already implemented to study the flow generated by tiltrotor blades (Barla et al. 2006, Lefebvre et al. 2007, Nsi Mba et al. 2008). The system uses a
DANTEC Flowmap 1500 acquisition unit, which is linked to a computer equipped with
Flowmanager and Labview softwares for data storage and post-processing. The whole system is
based on two pulsed Nd : Yag laser sources (QUANTEL Big Sky CFR200) operating at 532nm, at
a frequency up to 15Hz and two HISENSE PIV/PLIF cameras (1280x1024 pixels resolution,
235mm and 85mm lens). As sketched in Fig. 4, the illuminating laser sheet is generated in a Z-
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plane normal to the upstream flow direction and the two cameras (axis orientated at 90°) are located
on the two opposite walls of the test section which are equipped with glass windows.

Fig. 4 Laser sheet and cameras displacement in the wind tunnel
To facilitate the viewing of the illuminated Z-planes, the cameras are installed on a traversing
system (3 degrees of freedom) located outside the wind tunnel and close to the glass windows. The
traversing system can be moved along the upstream flow direction and allows to survey the wake
along different parallel measurement plans. Seven plans have been selected at distances Z = 70,
120, 170, 220, 270, 320 and 370mm from the helmet trailing edge.
The seeding of the flow was provided by a smoke generator (Leader SMOG) located downstream
the test section (close circuit) and using particles generated by oil mixture having a nominal
calibrated diameter of about 1µm. Due to flow unsteadiness generated in the helmet wake,
averaging methods are generally required for data acquisition in vortical flows (Adrian et al. (2000),
Raffel et al. (1998), Raffel et al. (2006)). In the present study the phase averaging method is
performed over Ns images (Ns>100) representing the Ns samples of the flow velocity vector. The
data were imported to a LabVIEW based post processing software for further data reduction and
analysis. More details on the present PIV methodology can be found in (Barla et al. 2006, Nsi Mba
et al. 2008).

(a) Helmet 1 mean velocity field

(b) Helmet 2 mean velocity field

Fig. 5a, b Mean velocity vectors charts on Helmet 1 and Helmet 2 at Z =70mm
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The PIV system operated in an adaptive correlation mode using pairs of images, which are
compared from recordings by each camera over a 3µs delay in time. The adaptive correlation
method calculates the velocity vectors within an interrogation area (IA). Before correlation,
different filters were implemented to improve the particles images quality. A 16x16 pixels IA area
was used, and the images were processed with 25% overlap yielding a raw vector field of 106x85
vectors. PIV measurements were performed using an observation field size of 320mm x 190mm and
the light sheet thickness was of about 3 mm. The combination of the two-component vectors maps
provides the 3C view of the flow where the magnitude of the out-of-plane velocity component W is
given by the coded colour scale.
An example of the mean velocity vectors field measured for helmet 1 and helmet 2 at the same
downstream distance Z=70mm is shown in Fig. 5a, b. Such mean velocity fields are providing an
accurately characterization of all the flow features at a fixed downstream distance in the wake.
Such wake characteristics (height hs, width ls, surface S) as well as the axial velocity deficit (DW),
allow to quantify the momentum (Qs=S.DW2) contained in the wake and thus to determine the drag
force contribution (Fs=k.Qs) produced by the helmet geometry. Results show that the wake shed
from helmet 1 has a significant height and relatively small width (Fig. 5a). The wake shed from
helmet 2 is shown to be more concentrated close to the helmet trailing edge and presents a
triangular shape (Fig. 5b).
2.4 Measurements uncertainties
Accuracy of a PIV system is generally shown to be dependent on many parameters introducing both
systematic and random uncertainties. Several studies indeed indicate that one of the main problems
is to predict the good displacement of the same particle during a short time step. The displacement
peak in the correlation plane is determined by means of a Gaussian function which should have a
particle image diameter of about 2-3 pixels (whereas for higher values the random noise is
significantly increased). The displacement peak has been selected at a value of 3 pixels in the
present adaptive correlation method. Additionally the (IA) interrogation window size also
influences the accuracy of the particle displacement estimation (Raffel et al. 1998), according to the
random noise increases from 0.01 pixels (for 64 pixels IA) to 0.1 pixels (for 16 pixels IA) as it is
the case in the present experiments. However, the quantity of noise which could be suitable only
depends on the physical component to be measured. For instance, the out-of-plane velocity
component W (perpendicular to the laser light sheet) contains more noise than the two other
components (because W is deduced from a calculation on U and V).
However, the averaging process (at least on 100 samples in the present experiments) performed on
the vectors field allows to significantly reduce the influence of the random noise on the global error.
Moreover, the software used to process the PIV images also introduces a random noise which
remains less than 0.05 pixels over all the interrogation areas, excepted in the vortex core where
there exists an important velocity gradient and a reduced seeding particles density. In this region the
noise is increased to 0.1 pixels. In the present experiments, the in-plane displacement is estimated at
a value less than 4 pixels which correspond to a total error of 2% on the two in-plane velocity
component (U and V) and a total error of nearly 4% on the out-of-plane W velocity component
(Raffel et al. 2006, Nsi Mba et al. 2008).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Wake velocity vectors
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PIV data concerning the mean velocity field generated in the helmet wake are plotted in Figs 6, 7, 8,
respectively for helmets 1, 2, 3 and as a function of the downstream distance Z varying in the wake
from Z=70mm to Z=370mm (Z=0 corresponds to the helmet trailing edge location). For each
geometry the global aerodynamic drag force Fd generated by the helmet shape is indicated in
Figs. 6, 7, 8. This drag force Fd is obtained as an algebraic sum deduced from successive balance
measurements performed on all or parts of the ensemble mannequin-bicycle-equipement and as a
function of the mannequin posture, bicycle characteristics and equipment (Chabroux et al. 2009,
Barelle et al. 2010, Chabroux et al. 2010). Results indicate that the force drag value is lowest for
helmet 2 (Fd = 36.9 N) when compared to helmet 1 (Fd = 37.2 N) and to helmet 3 (Fd = 37.4 N).

Z = 70

Z = 120

Z = 170

Z = 270

Z = 370

Helmet 1 (Fd=37.2 N)

Fig. 6 Mean flow velocity vectors shed by Helmet 1 as a function of the Z

Z = 70

Z = 120

Z = 170

Z = 270

Z = 370

Helmet 2 (Fd=36.9 N)

Fig. 7 Mean flow velocity vectors shed by Helmet 2 as a function of the Z
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From such averaged velocity vectors charts the wake evolution is clearly exhibited as a function of
the helmet geometry. In the bottom region of each velocity vectors chart, the wake flow features
indicate the shedding of two counter-rotating vortices which are generated by the discontinuous
surface junction between the helmet, the shoulders and the back of the mannequin. The strength of
these 2 vortices is shown to attenuate as the Z distance from the trailing edge increases. Their
vortex path is also deflected down back as Z increases. For distances close to the trailing edge
(Z=70mm and Z=120mm in Figs 6, 7, 8) some light reflection zones appear in the charts on each
side of the wake flow region. These artifacts are only due to the vicinity of the solid shoulders of
the mannequin and are shown to disappear as the distance Z increases.

Z = 70

Z = 120

Z = 170

Z = 270

Z = 370

Helmet 3 (Fd=37.4 N)

Fig. 8 Mean flow velocity vectors shed by Helmet 3 as a function of the Z
Such velocity vectors charts also show that each helmet geometry generates a specific wake which
exhibits different flow features. Plots indeed show that the wake shed from helmet 1 (Fig. 6) has a
significant height and relatively small width. The wake shed from helmet 2 is shown to be more
concentrated close the helmet trailing edge and presents a triangular shape (Fig. 5b). The wake
development is thus characterized by several characteristic parameters including : the surface (S) of
the wake trace on the Z-plane as a function of its height (hs) and its width of the wake (ls), as well
as the axial velocity deficit (DW) in the wake flow.
However, taking into account the specific geometry of each helmet, the heights of the trailing edges
are not located at the same height on the velocity vectors charts of each helmet in Figs 6, 7, 8. The
characteristic parameters values (ls, hs, S, DW) corresponding to the three helmet shapes have thus
been analyzed following horizontal lines located at a fixed altitude from the helmet trailing edge.
3.2. Wake velocity deficits
For each geometry helmet and each Z-plane measurement, several horizontal lines of altitude have
been selected to represent the axial velocity deficits in the wake. Results on the axial velocity
deficits are shown in Fig. 9 for an altitude corresponding to the trailing edge, and in Fig. 10 for an
altitude located at 20mm under the trailing edge.
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Fig. 9 Wake velocity deficit as a function of Z and at the trailing edge altitude
From these wake flow results the velocity deficits corresponding to the three helmet geometries are
thus compared at different distances from the trailing edge of the helmet (Z=70 mm to 270 mm). In
Figs 9 and 10 the areas under the curves are calculated by integration and all these surfaces are then
summed to allow the comparison between the different helmet geometries.

Fig. 10 Wake velocity deficit as a function of Z and at 20mm under the trailing edge
Plots in Figs 9 and 10 also confirm that the wake due to helmet 1 is characterized by a relatively
small width and a significant velocity deficit. In the Z-plane closest to the helmet trailing edge
(Z=70mm), width of the wake is indeed ls=80mm and the maximum speed deficit is DW=7.9 ms-1.
The wake height is also shown to be more important for helmet 1 than for other helmets (up to
hs=50mm above the trailing edge). The wake appears to be more concentrated at a height slightly
lower than the trailing edge (Fig. 10). This height is due to the contour surface recess on the rear of
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helmet 1 (Fig. 2). Results also indicate that the wake velocity deficit remains accentuated at the
high Z values. For instance at Z = 320mm the deficit velocity is shown to be DW = 3.1 ms-1 and
some traces of accentuated velocity deficits are still present at the farthest plane Z = 370 mm for
helmet 1 (Fig. 10).
A triangular wake shape is generated by helmet 2. The wake is mostly concentrated close to the
trailing edge and a small extension of the wake appears above the trailing edge. This extension
results from the geometry of the top of the helmet 2 (Fig. 2). For almost all the Z-planes
(70mm<Z<220mm), the wake surface S of this helmet 2 thus appears to be significantly greater
than those of helmet 1. In the plane Z=70mm, the width ls of the wake of helmet 2 is shown to be
very large (ls=130 mm) at the trailing edge and to be thinner (ls=150 mm) near the neck altitude.
The velocity deficit (DW = 4.9 ms-1) at Z=70mm is lower than the one of helmet 1. Moreover,
unlike the other two helmet shapes, the velocity deficit is being attenuated more quickly for helmet
2 and is practically disappearing at Z>220 mm.
Results in Figs 9 and 10 also show a specific form of the wake generated by helmet 3. This wake is
indeed characterized by a first circular shape concentrated under the helmet trailing edge and a
second rectangular shape located just above the shoulder level. The convection velocity difference
between these two parts of the wake is relatively low. The wake shed by helmet 3 has a significant
width (ls=90 mm at Z=70mm) and the maximum deficit velocity value (DW = 11.4 ms-1) appears
to be the highest for the three helmets geometries. As for helmet 1, the wake velocity deficit is still
significant at a large distance Z behind the helmet 3. For Z = 270mm this velocity deficit is DW = 4
ms-1 over a wake surface S=60x80mm2. The wake surface is reduced at S=30x50mm2 for the
farthest plane Z = 370mm in the wake of helmet 3.

Fig. 11 Drag force contribution Fs=Fs(z) due to the wake as a function of the helmet shape
3.3. Wake momentum and drag force Fs
Such characteristics data on the wake development have been used to quantify the influence of the
wake velocity deficit DW on the drag force Fs generated by the helmet shape. This drag force
contribution due to wake (Fs=k.Qs) is thus obtained as a function of the velocity deficit DW, the
total wake area S (as deduced from hs and ls parameters) and the momentum (Qs=S.DW2) in the
wake as a function of the downstream distance Z. The results in Fig. 11 show the decrease of the
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force drag Fs as a function of Z for all the three helmet geometries. The wake contribution Fs to the
drag force appears to be equivalent or lower for helmet 1 than for helmet 3. However results clearly
indicate that the most important drag reduction is provided by the helmet 2 shape. These force
values Fs due to the wake contribution are also shown to be in good agreement with the global force
drag values Fd directly measured on the ensemble mannequin-bicycle (Figs 6, 7 , 8).
4. Conclusion
Results show that the present PIV-3C technique appears efficient for providing valuable data that
characterize the wake generated by TT helmet shapes. PIV-3C measurements have contributed to
determine the characteristics of the wake flow development including the height, width, surface,
and velocity deficit (hs, ls, S, DW) generated by a given wake geometry. Such characteristic wake
data thus appear to be efficient to define relevant parameters for the optimisation of a generic
helmet geometry that reduce the wake contribution Fs to the drag force. Such relevant parameters
include : (1) the width of the helmet shape should be minimized and its trailing edge should not be
rounded (like the one of helmet 1) in order to refine the wake width (2) the kinks, recesses and
setbacks on the external helmet contours (e.g. helmets 1 and 3) are not recommended in order to
limit the height of the wake (3) the water drop shape (like the one of helmet 2) thus appears to be
more effective for the drag force reduction.
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